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Bridge systems with monitoring and traceability 
across production, distribution and warehousing 

Efficient cold chains rely on automated management including:
• Monitoring and logging of food during production, storage and distribution 

• Tracking product temperatures to ensure freshness and prevent spoilage and waste 

• Ensuring food quality and premium pricing 

• Preserving traceable data for auditability and compliance 

• Controlling temperatures in refrigerated warehouses to balance energy consumption 
and cooling needs  

As cold chain technologies and logistics grow more complex, managing disparate 
systems for integrated monitoring and traceability becomes increasingly challenging. 
Adding new monitoring systems, such as IoT sensor networks and predictive analytics, 
can inform you of potential issues along the cold chain and help increase efficiency and 
prevent waste – but would adding these new systems to existing cold chains simply 
result in more levels of management and operational burden? 

What’s needed is a way to bridge the gap between existing cold chain management 
systems through a platform that provides integrated monitoring and traceability across 
production, distribution and warehousing, which would otherwise be managed with 
different systems and interfaces. This platform can also provide a single, unified source 
for data across the cold chain, with the ability to securely share data for analytical 
insights into energy optimization, predictive maintenance, and the condition of 
equipment, including delivery trucks and refrigeration units. 

Dialog’s SmartServer IoT is a multi-protocol industrial edge server that simplifies 
connections among food distribution and logistics systems – as well as newer IoT and 
cloud services. www.dialog-semiconductor.com

SmartServer™ IoT: 
Dialog's edge server platform 

Fresh Opportunities for Cold 
Chain Logistics by Integrating 
Traditional Monitoring with IoT  

Join an open industrial 
ecosystem

• SmartServer IoT connects any 
sensor, device or machine 
horizontally to its peers, or 
vertically to modern infrastructure, 
without any custom coding

• This device and data integration 
platform supports the entire IoT 
workflow with an easy-to-use 
built-in widget-based central 
management system (CMS)

• You can quickly create software 
applications for industrial IoT 
use case with a choice of tools, 
services and freely available APIs

• Built on open hardware and 
software standards, with 
extensible architecture, 
SmartServer IoT enables an 
interoperable ecosystem

https://www.dialog-semiconductor.com/products/industrial-edge-computing


Companion modules
• U60 modules add a USB to LON FT or TP-1250

interface

• IOX modules provide multiple configurable digital I/Os,
serial interfaces, including Modbus RTU, and optional
energy metering

• U70 modules add a USB to LON PL-20 interface

SmartServer IoT provides management, 
monitoring and control services for 
smart devices, enabling the intelligent 
use of data across food delivery and 
logistics systems. Built-in drivers 
provide connectivity for industry-
standard protocols and custom driver 
support extends its flexibility. It can 
automate and monitor your grow facility 
and be a secure bridge to cloud and 
data platforms.

• Connect new and legacy indoor
agriculture systems together
without rip-and-replace.

• Manage all control networks
via the central management
system (CMS), which provides
a user-friendly web-based UI
for simplifying workflows, with
configurable dashboards, alarms
and reports.

• Make fast use of customizable
apps and services – such as
scheduling, data logging and
alarming – that run at the edge for
responsive and reliable systems,
such as precision irrigation and
scheduling of nutrients and
minerals.

• Boost efficiency and ROI with
insights from big data and
predictive analytics through
seamless connectivity to cloud
platforms.

Integrate monitoring 
and traceability across 
your entire cold chain 
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IoT data fabric enables integration, removing 
barriers to transformative AI and analytics 
Industrial control networks today operate as silos of automation requiring complex 
and custom development to access from the outside. Owners often find it too costly to 
deeply integrate these networks with modern analytics and AI platforms, cellular and 
5G networking and other innovative edge and cloud computing technologies. 

Dialog addresses these barriers with its Internet of Things (IoT) Access Protocol, which 
automatically bridges commercial and industrial networking protocols with each other, 
and with modern IT and web infrastructure and services. Ultimately, IAP holds the key 
to successful integration of legacy controls and automation systems with emerging 
analytics and AI applications that transform operations from a closed single-protocol 
loop to an intelligent multi-protocol system, while leveraging all of the operational 
systems and investments already in place. 

IAP is at the core of every SmartServer™ IoT Edge Server

IoT Access Protocol is implemented as an event-driven publish-subscribe message bus 
that connects all devices, services and clients. It forms a necessary data abstraction 
layer to establish interoperability between any system plugged into the IAP layer. 
This seamless interoperability between diverse systems enables 
transformative insights and applications.

https://www.dialog-semiconductor.com/products/industrial-edge-computing

